
Ferns N Petals Delivering Rakhi Gifts to every
Location with Express Delivery Options

Online Rakhi Gifts for Brother

Ferns N Petals is a premium gifting portal which has been
delivering gifts for more than 20 years.

NEW DELHI, INDIA, June 28, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Ferns N Petals is a premium gifting portal which has been
delivering gifts for more than 20 years. You can shop for
flowers, chocolates, sweets and other gift items for the
festive season. All the gifts have been quite thoughtfully
made and delivered to the one you love. The premium
packaging of the gifts and the smooth delivery process is
what makes gifts a pleasant thing to do.

Indian festival have a charm of their own and they lack the
lustre if they are not accompanied by sweets, especially the
delectable sweets which are prepared using the authentic
Indian recipe. Our chefs are trained to provide mouth-watery
Motichoor Laddoos, Kaju Katli, Petha, Rasgullas and Gulab
Jamuns to be presented as attractive gift hampers to your
loved ones. Besides sweets, the online portal has come up with an assortment of dry fruits which are
popular gifts which can be given during the festive season.

You can shop for online rakhi gifts for brother especially personalized gifts which are quite in trend
and at the same time you can also go for gift baskets and combos which are designed for festive
occasion like that of Rakshabandhan. To commemorate the occasion of Rakshabandhan, the gift
experts have come up with traditional rakhis such as Kundan, Zardosi, Mauli, and Gold, Pearl, Silver
rakhi to name a few. You can even go for rakhi sets as an amazing gift option for your brother.

The delivery processes have been improved to ensure that timely delivery of services is ensured to
the destination of your choice. The online portal has improved its logistics, you can send
Rakshabandhan Rakhi gifts for brother with a click of the mouse. While speaking to one of the
company's official spokesperson, he added, "To improve the logistics, the online portal has come up
with flexible delivery option which will allow you to send rakhi the same day and even at fixed time
delivery too. To speed up the process, the online portal confirms to have express delivery options
which will not only deliver the rakhi on time but will make it available to one of the remote cities
possible." 

About Ferns N Petals

Ferns N Petals is India's largest flower and gifts retailer and one of the largest flower retailers in the
world with a network of 200+ outlets across 85 cities. FNP also delivers gifts to more than 150
countries.
For more Rakhi gifts, visit our website: http://www.fnp.com/rakhi
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